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Double Your Reading Speed (3 hrs) 
Read Faster And Comprehend Better 

 
Presented By Nishant Kasibhatla  
Trainer, Speaker & Best-Selling Author 
World Record Holder & The Only Grand Master of Memory in Singapore 

 
 
Introduction 
 
The Speed Reading Workshop is designed keeping in view the enormous amount of reading which a 
student has to do in his/her academic life. Most students read at a pace much slower than what they 
actually could. This workshop teaches and trains the students on powerful speed reading techniques 
to phenomenally increase the reading speed. 
 
Workshop Outline 
 
� Common myths, misconceptions and how reading faster can actually improve your comprehension 

and recall 
� What’s your current reading speed? 
� Introduction to Bad Reading Habits – How to eliminate them 
� Keys to effective speed reading - how to get your brain and eyes working together to eliminate 

reading problems  
� How Vocabulary impacts your reading speed and what you can do about it. 
� How to remember and retain what you read. 
� Techniques to raise your reading speed while increasing comprehension and recall  
� Speed Reading Practice Exercises & Tests 
� What’s your reading speed now? 
� Speed-reading Action Plan to sustain and increase the results achieved so far. 
 
Training Methodology: 
We employ research-based powerful accelerated learning methods to make the most of the learning 
process. Apart from the most popular 'presentation-discussion' method, highly interactive group 
exercises are employed to bestow the benefits of synergistic learning to the participants.  
 
Internalization: 
The workshop comprises of written exercises, group exercises and games/activities specifically aimed 
at internalization of all concepts taught. 

 
Evaluation 
At the end of the workshop, we shall gather feedback from pupils to assess the effectiveness of the 
workshop for submission to the school. 

 
 
 


